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story. As for the Japanese Foreign Office, I believe they still think
there was something suspicious about that interview, especially as
Yoshizawa once said to Dooman in informal talk : " We can't quite
make out why the Ambassador's oral representations were labelled
as from the President, while the supporting note of October 6 did
not mention the President at all ! " As for our code clerk who had
accepted the word " President" without further exploration, I said
to him : " God bless you, but don't do it again."
In connection with the note, we made one suggestion to the
Department to the effect that its references to the monopolies in
Manchukuo should be used merely as illustration instead of con-
veying the possible implication that we were reopening the whole
Manchurian controversy at just the moment when the League of
Nations had invoked against Japan the sanction clause of the Cove-
nant ; in other words, to make clear that we feared the same things
might happen in North China that had happened in Manchuria.
The Department said that it had meant the comment to be purely
illustrative, authorized the change, and the note was sent in on
October 6. That note has now become a document of world import-
ance because the other interested nations realized that it involved
a showdown with regard to the Open Door in China, and several of
my colleagues were very complimentary about its contents and
admirable phraseology which was drafted in the Department, not by
me. The Japanese reply, for which the British and the French were
waiting as impatiently as we were, didn't come in until November.
As early as October 4 I told the Department to be ready for a
move on the part of the Japanese to take Canton prior to the fall
of Hankow. This, of course, would cut off the flow of munitions
into China from Hong Kong.
Much went on during October which I haven't time to chronicle
here; there were many talks with Craigie, with whom I have con-
sistently kept in closest touch, and several important talks at the
Foreign Office, besides the usual flood of protests against the bomb-
Ing and other interference with American property in China. When
the day eventually comes to settle these hundreds of claims, there
will be work aplenty. The Nyhus case, wherein an American mission
was bombed by Japanese planes, far from any Chinese military
objective as far as we know, the youngest daughter, Phoebe, killed
and her mother and sister wounded, made me even more sick at
heart than usual, while first-hand accounts, supported by photographs,
of the barbaric behaviour of the Japanese troops fill me with impotent
anger. If we were not surrounded here in Tokyo with gentle Japanese
who deplore these things as much as we do—even more, perhaps,
because it concerns their own country and their own honour—I
should find itjvery difficult to remain at this post. Once in a while
I do break loose and openly express my feelings, to a few of my
Japanese friends. I am sure they think I am being fed with Chinese
propaganda and exaggerated tales because they themselves have no
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